The Green Sack from BPI is 100% recycled using UK & Irish waste farm films, to create a refuse sack that is thinner & stronger.

Linear farm film technology – The Green Sack uses recycled farm films; crop cover and bale wrap which gives exceptional strength, tear and puncture resistance.

Every tonne of polythene we recycle into The Green Sack prevents the release of 1.4 tonnes of CO2 into the atmosphere and cuts sulphur dioxide and nitrous oxide emissions by at least one third.

Every tonne of polythene we recycle into The Green Sack reduces water usage by 90% and saves 1.8 tonnes of crude oil.

Our UK reprocessing sites reduce the unnecessary export of plastics to overseas plants and the need to re-import product. The Green Sack therefore saves tens of thousands of ‘product miles’.
Every year BPI recycles over 70,000 tonnes of used plastics into a wide range of products including the Green Sack—the thinner, stronger, greener refuse sack that’s good for your customers, good for you and minimises our impact on the environment.

Each Green Sack has a carbon footprint 35% lower than most other refuse sacks on the market.

By using the Green Sack, you and your customers...

...each Green Sack has a carbon footprint 35% lower than most other refuse sacks on the market.

BPI’s collection of bale wrap, crop covers and used polythene products, from farms and other industries in the UK & Ireland.

BPI’s innovative processes, installed at our plants in Wales and Scotland, to wash and recycle material.

The Green Equation

How using the Green Sack adds up to a greener world for you and your customers...

A thinner/stronger/greener product that...

• reduces greenhouse gas emissions.
• reduces pressure on landfill.
• reduces product miles.
• reduces pressure on existing oil stocks.
• reduces need to exploit new oil reserves in environmentally sensitive areas.

Give your customers a better product and a greener future with the Green Sack from BPI.

THE GREEN EQUATION

If you would like to know more about the Green Sack or any other BPI recycled products, please complete below:

Name
Position
Organisation
Address
Postcode
Telephone
Email
Would you like to receive further information about the Green Sack?

Yes
No

Tel: 01773 841 866
Email: enquiries@thegreensack.co.uk

or mail us using this reply paid form.

If you would like more information on the complete range of products and technical support available from BPI recycled products please visit our website thegreensack.co.uk
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